**Interior Beam Haunch > 4" Detail **

- **Conventional Forms**
- **Metal Stay In Place Forms**

**Fascia Beam Haunch > 4" Detail **

- **Conventional Forms**
- **Metal Stay In Place Forms**

- EW05 Bar
- EK05* Bar

**Notes:**

- * Use EW05 bar when overhang is greater than 1'-6".
- Detail haunch reinforcement on plan sheets and steel reinforcement details sheet.

- Show limits of haunch reinforcement along the length of each beam. Where limits are unknown provide extra haunch reinforcement in quantity totals.

- **For bulb-T beams use when haunch > 3"**.

**Plan Notes:**

- The haunch reinforcement quantity shown provides the amount necessary to cover the limits shown on the plans. Additional reinforcement shall be provided in areas where the haunch exceeds 4" in depth.